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COMPONENT SUBSETS OF THE FREE LATTICE
ON n GENERATORS
RICHARD A. DEAN

1. Introduction.
In the free lattice on n generators, FL(w), the
components of a word (lattice polynomial) are defined recursively by :
(i) the only component of a generator is itself, and (ii) if W=A\JB
(or Af~\B) the components of W are W, A, and B and their components.1 A component subset, P, of FL(«) is a collection of words in
FL(«)

with the following property:

if a word belongs to P then so do

all its components.2 A component subset of FL(ra) may be partially
ordered in a natural way: A^B
if and only if A^B
in FL(«).
Clearly if W=A\JB
(or A(~\B) belongs to a component subset, P,
W appears in P as the l.u.b. (or g.l.b.) of A and B under the ordering
( = ). Thus it is natural to say that a component subset P is generated by the generators of FL(») which appear in the words belonging
to P. This notion is used here to prove:

Theorem 1.* Given any two words, unequal in FL(ra), there exists
a finite homomorphic image of FL(«) in which their images are distinct.
Theorem

2.4 Any lattice possessing a countable number of generators

Received by the editors May 2, 1955.
1 ( = ) denotes logical identity.
1 The author is indebted to R. P. Dilworth for suggesting the definition of component subset and its application in the proof of Theorem 2.
* Theorem 1 was conjectured by Marshall Hall, Jr.
* Theorem 2 is due to Sorkin [4] where a sketch of a proof is given.
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can be embedded in a lattice with 3 generators.
From the construction given in the proof of Theorem 2, it follows
that a finite lattice can be embedded in a lattice with 3 generators.

2. Proof of Theorem

1. Let A and B be two unequal words in

FL(«). Consider the component subset P of FL(») formed by AVJB
and its components. Let *i, • ■ • , xk be the generators of FL(») appearing in A\JB, renumbering if necessary. As indicated in the introduction, P is a partially ordered set generated by xi, • • • , x* in
which A and B appear as distinct elements. Using the MacNeille
completion by cuts [3], P may be completed to a lattice L(P).
L(P) is an embedding of P which preserves all l.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s
which exist in P. In theembedding,
letXÇP
correspond to X'£L(P).
An element W of P, not a generator, has the form W=X\J Y (or
Xf~\Y). As remarked in the introduction,
W is the l.u.b. (or g.l.b.)

of X and Y in P under ( = ). Hence in L(P), W' = X'U Y' (or XT\ F).
Moreover, the elements added in the completion are just the l.u.b.'s
and g.l.b.'s of elements in P, so that L(P) is generated by the k
generators, x{, ■ ■ ■ , x¿. Since P is embedded in L(P), A'^B'
and,
by the construction, L(P) is finite since P is finite.
It remains to be shown that there is a homomorphism
mapping

FL(») onto L(P) and A—*A' and B—>B'. The desired homomorphism
is generated by x —>x{, i = \, ■ • ■, k —1; #*+—>x*, i = 0, • ■ • , n —k.
This mapping can be extended to a homomorphism
of FL(«) onto
L(P),6 and since unions and intersections are preserved we have,

proceeding inductively, that if WEP, W=XKJY, and X-+X' and
Y-+Y', then W=X\JY->W = X'KJY', and dually. In particular,

A-*A' and B-^B'.
3. Quotients in FL(3).
Lemma 1. In FL(3) with generators a, b, c the six quotients given by
(a{Ub)r\(a\Jc)/ayJ(br\c),
its cyclical forms and their duals, and the
quotient (aV)b)r\(a'Uc)r\(b\Jc)/(aí\b)\J(aC\c)yj(bf\c)
are mutually
exclusive and contain every word whose length, when written in canonical
form6 is 5:4.
Proof. These quotients are mutually exclusive because under the
homomorphism
generated by the distributive
law all elements of a
particular quotient have a common image and elements in different
quotients have distinct images. The second part of the lemma follows
6 See, for example, Birkhoff [l, p. 30].
* See Whitman

[5] for the definition of these terms.
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from Whitman [ó], Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 3.
The following table is constructed as a guide for future calculations.

Let
I: (a U b) i\ (a W c)/a \J {bC\ c)

II:
III:
IV:
V:
VI:
VII:

{a\J b) C\ (b\J c)/b\J {af\ e)
(aUc)r\(b\J
c)/cU (aH 6)
a H (6 VJ c)/(a H b) KJ (a H c)
6n(aUc)/(ano)U(&nc)
cn(aUi)/(flnc)U(inc)
(aVb)r\(aVc)r\
(bKJc)f{aC\ b) W {bf\ c) \J (aC\c).

In Table 1, the entry above the main diagonal in row i, column j
is x\Jy or the quotient to which x\Jy belongs when x is the element,
or belongs to the quotient, heading row i and y is the element, or belongs to the quotient, heading column j. Similarly, xC\y is entered
below the main diagonal.
Table 1

\y

a

b

a

a

b

aP\b

c

aC\c bf\c

c

aKJb aVJc

b

I
I

b\Jc oXJb

c

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

a

I

I

I

b\Jc

II

b

II

II

III

III

III

c

III

I

I

I

I

¿>Wc II

II

II

II

III

III

III

VII

VII

VII

V

aVJb aSJc

II

aSJc b\Jc

I

a

V

VI

I

II

IV

b

VI

VII

II

III

IV

V

c

VII

VII

IV

IV

ai\b

aT\c

IV

IV

IV . IV

V

aC\b

V

b(~\c

V

V

V

VII

VII

VI a(~\c b(~\c VI

VI

VI

\
VI a(~\c bf~\c VI

VII

VII

VII

VII

VII

IV

V

VI

aVb a\Jc

III

III

a(~\b

IV
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Lemma 2. If X£\

(1)

and X has a canonical form X=a^JY,

then

Y G VI implies X C\b is canonical form

and
(2)

Y G V implies X C\ c is canonical form.

Proof.

(1) shall be proved. The proof of (2) follows by interchang-

ing b and c. First observe that Xt~\b G V. Let Xi\b = W where W is in
canonical

form.

Case 1. Wm\Jt W{. By Corollary 1.2, Whitman [ó], XC\b=X or
b. Thus X^b

or ¿>= X, but neither alternative

is possible as X£I.

Case 2. W=Ç\i W>=Xr\b. By the dual to (19), Whitman [5],
Wi^X or b, for all i. If W^X for all i, then Xr^X^XPiè.
As in
Case 1, this is impossible. Hence Wi}zb for some i. On the other
hand b = f| • W¿, hence ¿»^ Wy for some j. By the assumed canonicity
of W, it follows that i—j, and only one such index exists; let i = l.

Hence for *>1, W^X. Thus X^a^JY^bnCioi

Wt=W. By (17)

Whitman [5], this holds if and only if one of the following hold:
(1) a^W, (2) Y^W, (3)X^b, (4) Z^ IFy,for somej = 2. (1) can't

hold as WGV, (2) can't hold as FGVI, W£V, and (3) can't hold
as .X"GL But if (4) holds, and since it is the only alternative

it must hold for some je 2, Wi^X^

left

W¡, for all ¿ = 2. Thus, by the

canonicity of W, i=j and only one such index exists. Thus ("I» Wi
=XP\b is the canonical form of W. Cyclical and dual lemmas hold.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let L have n generators g¿, i = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
In FL(3) consider the generators of a sublattice isomorphic to FL(2w).
In particular, select those generators, am, given by Dilworth [2]. Let
F denote the component subset of FL(3) formed by the am, m = \,
2, • • • , and their components. Thus the elements of F and the quotients to which they belong are X0 = a, and for m —\, 2, ■ ■ ■ :
am = cC\ Zm_i G VI(ai = a (~\ c),

a_m = cU .X"_„n_i
G III(a_i = aU c),
ßm = b\Jam(E

II,

ß-m = b í\ a_m G V,

7m = an^e

IV,

7_m = a U ß-m G i,

Sm= cUyme

HI,

5_m= cn Y_mG VI,

em= ô n 5„ G V,
Xra a a W «m G I,

Mm= Xmr\ X_mG VII,

e^ = JU 5_mG H,
X-m = a C\ e_m G IV,

X_m=- c W X_mG HI( = «.„-i),

am s= 6 U ctmG IL
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Lemma 3. The elements of F are in canonical form.
Proof.

By applying Lemma 2 and its cyclical and dual forms it is

clear thatam,j8m,7m,5m,

em, XmandXm,

m=

±1,

±2,

• • ■ , are in canon-

ical form. The canonicity of pm and am is established by verifying
Whitman's criteria, [6, Corollary 1.1 ].
For p.m, it is clear that Xm and X_„ are in canonical form and noncomparable.
XmrW^m = (ayJem)f^(X-nSJc)
and since a^pm, em^pm,
X-m^.p.m, and c=£jum, it follows that pm must be in canonical form.
For am=byjpm = b[U(Xmr\\-m),
it is clear that b and jum are in
canonical form and noncomparable
and, since Xm^am and X_m^om,
hence am is in canonical form.

Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2, the elements of L and F
are combined into a single set P= [L, F] which is ordered as follows:

Definition 1. For X and YEP, 12
of the following hold:

Y if and only if one or more

(1) X, YEL and X=Y in L.
(2) X, FGFandZ^FinFL(3).
(3) X = gm and Y=atm-i

(4) XEL,

or aîm, m = \,2,

YEF and X=UiC\

■ ■ ■.

■ ■ ■i\Ur in L and for every i

there is a j such that Ui^gj and o2j_i or OtjSi Y in FL(3).
The proof of Theorem

Lemma 4. (3)

2 rests on the following lemmas.

is a partial ordering on P.

Lemma 5. (2) preserves unions and intersections existing in L.
Lemma 6. No element of F contains am except am.

Lemma 7. g< is the l.u.b. under 2 of au-i and an.

Lemma 8. (3)

preserves unions and intersections in F which hold in

FL(3).
The proof of the Theorem 2 now follows directly. Using the MacNeille completion by cuts [3], complete the partially ordered set
P=[L, F, 2] to a lattice L(P). Since by Lemma 5, (3) preserves
unions and intersections in L, L(P) is an embedding for L. Since
a, b, c generate F and, by Lemma 7, gm is the l.u.b. of a2m-i and a2m in
P, and since, by Lemma 8, (3) preserves unions and intersections in
F, a, b, c, generate P and hence L(P) also. Finally, P is finite if L is
finite. Thus the following corollary is proved.

Corollary.

Any finite lattice can be embedded in a finite lattice with

three generators.

The proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5 are left to the reader. Lemma 7 fol-
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lows immediately

from Lemma 6 and Definition

1. Lemmas

6 and 8

will be proved in detail.
Proof

of Lemma 6. Since amGII,

that X^am are e_r, ßr, aT. ar^am
are noncomparable.
Suppose that

the only candidates

for X such

if and only if r = m, since the am
e_r^am. This holds if and only if

í-r^Mm- This last relation holds in FL(3) if and only if one of the
following hold :
(1) e_ ^ Xm,

(2) e_r ^ X_m,

(3) b = pm,

(4) 5_r ^ ßm.

However none of these can hold since the elements
wrong quotients—see Table 1.
Suppose

that

ßr^am.

This holds if and only if ßr;tpm.

of four possibilities

must hold:

(1)

(2)

ßr è Xm,

belong to the

ßr ^ X_m,

(3)

b è pm,

Again

(4)

one

ar ^ pm.

As before, none of these can be true.

Proof of Lemma 8. Part 1. Suppose W, X, YEFand W=XC\Y
in FL(3). Then X and Kfc W, hence X and Y^W in P. Thus W is
a lower bound for X and F. Let X and FJ2Z m P- Since X and
Y(E.F, Z<E.F also, as no element

of F can contain

of L, by definition. Thus X and FèZ,
thus WOZ.

(2)

an element

whence W=Xf\Y^Z

and

Part 2. Suppose JF,X, FG^ and W=XKJ Y in FL(3). By the dual
of the first argument

in Part 1, IF is an upper bound for X and F

under ID. Suppose Z3J and F. If ZG-F the dual of the second argument in Part 1 shows that Z3JF. Suppose that Z<ElL. Now Z3X, F
and X, Y£F

imply that there exist indices r and 5 such that ar=%X

and ö,^ F. Thus X and F must come from quotients

II, IV, V, VI,
VII, or =t». From a study of Table 1, X\JY must then belong to

quotients II, VII, IV (if and only if X and FGIV), V (if and only if
X and"FGV), VI (if and only if X and Y<EVI),or = b.
If X and F both belong to V or IU Y=b, then every an^X\J
and in this case ZQ.XUY.

Y

When W=X\J FGIV, VI, or VII, it will be shown that W = X\J Y
= X or F and thus ZDI and F implies trivially that ZD W=X\J Y.
Since IF=XWFGIV,
VI, or VII, W must have the canonical form
p!~\q where p and q are generators or intersections. Now W=XKJY
= l)i Tf where each 7\ appears in F as a generator or as an intersec-

tion. From the dual of Corollary 1.2, Whitman

[6], W=X\JY

—Ut Ti = Tk for some index k. Thus since X and F are unions of cer-

tain of the Ti, X or Fè Tk. But ri = X and F. Thus W= Tk=X or F.
When W=XKJ FGII, PFmust have the canonical form b\Jp where
P is an intersection.

Thus W=XUF=U¿

T{ where each Tt appears
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in i7 as a generator

or as an intersection.

From (19) Whitman

b = Th and p = Tk for some h and k. Thus W=b\Jp = T¿JTk^\)i
= XUY=W.

Since X and Y are unions of certain

[5],

Ti

of the 7\-, X or

Y= Th and X or FS: Tk. If either X or Y contains both Th and T¡¡,
in F so that Z~DX and F implies

then X and F are comparable

trivially that Z^W=XKJY.
Suppose then that X = Th = b and Y^Tk^p. Thus Z^>Y implies
Z^¡2p. Now Z2^ and ZEL implies that Z^uii~\ • • ■ (~\ur in L
where for each index i there exists a j such that w<S: g¿ and either
a2j-i or a2;=^ Y~=p in FL(3). But every am = b. Thus either o2y_i or

ali = b\Jp. Thus Z3JF=XUF=6U£.
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